UZEXK RULNAC1732 184143-5U5U--RUWMDT,  

31347Z JUL 79 ZEX  
ARNNG-OAC EDGEMOOD MD//NGB-AVN-L//  
AIG 7401  
73109  
21610Z JUL 79  
CROUSTSARCOM STL MO //DRTS-SAJ(2)  
AIG 6879  

LAS  
ECN THIS IS A SUPPLY ADVISORY MESSAGE AND HAS NOT,  
EAT HAS NOT, BEEN TRANSMITTED TO UNITS SUBORDINATE  
ADDRESSEES, ADDRESSEES SHOULD IMMEDIATELY RETRANSMIT  
S MESSAGE TO ALL SUBORDINATE UNITS, ACTIVITIES OR  
MENTS AFFECTED OR CONCERNED.  

J CLN ROLLER CHAIN KIT, NSN 1619-01-047-8614, UH-1B,  
H, M AIRCRAFT.  
USATSARCOM MSG 291657Z JAN 79, SUBJECT AS ABOVE.  
REFERENCES MESSAGE ADVISED THAT ROLLER CHAIN KIT  
NO LONGER AVAILABLE AND THAT INDIVIDUAL LISTED COM-  
EN SHOULD BE REQUISITIONED. THE AVAILABILITY  

E 2 RULNAC1732 UNCLAS  
E FOR THE ROLLER CHAIN, NSN 3020-01-043-3468, WAS  
TESTED AS 1 MAY 79. DUE TO CONTRACTUAL PROBLEMS, THIS  
E HAS NOW SLIPPED TO 1 NOV 79.  
DUE TO A VERY CRITICAL SUPPLY POSITION FOR THE  
IN, IT IS REQUESTED THAT A THOROUGH INVENTORY BE  
D TO DETERMINE IF ANY EXCESS KITS (NSN 1619-01-047-  
4) ARE AVAILABLE FOR RETURN TO THE NICP DEPOTS.  
RE WERE ENOUGH KITS FABRICATED TO RETROFIT THE  
PLETE UH-1 FLEET; HOWEVER, EXCESSIVE QUANTITIES WERE  
VISITONED BY SOME ACTIVITIES,  
KITS SHOULD BE RETURNED TO RED RIVER ARMY DEPOT,  
ARKANA, TEXAS, M/F NICP ACCOUNT 5-3725. POINT OF  
TACT THIS COMMAND IS MS WILMA RICE, AUTOVON 593-  
4, COMMERCIAL, 263-0534.